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The Internet has changed the way 16–34 year olds
feed their passions. Whatever interests them
the most – sport, cookery, fashion, music –
it’s only ever a few clicks away.
BUT HOW DO YOU GET THEIR ATTENTION,
LET ALONE HOLD IT?
YouTube is where this audience goes to watch,
discuss and share the things that matter to them.
And by harnessing their passions, brands can reach
a highly engaged and highly receptive audience –
building relationships and driving sales.
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PART 1

audience
12 m

16-34 year old Internet users
in the UK use YouTube every month
Source: ComScore MediaMetrix, average of three months, UK 2014
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16–34 year olds love to talk online, so engage with them
Whether it’s through content they’ve created or a video they’re talking
about on social media, 16-34 year old YouTube users love to make a noise.
That’s good news for brands that they care about, as audiences
are eager to give feedback and share their opinions.

78

87

share links to content online
at least once a month

comment on someone else’s status,
post or blog at least once a month

63
give ratings on a product, service or restaurant
online at least once a month

And they’re valuable to brands

59

78

search YouTube
for brands they want
to learn more about

say that when they find
brands they like,
they stick with them

Source for all: YouTube Audience Study UK, 16-34 year old YouTube users, MTM, 2014
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YouTube is where 16–34 year olds
come to be entertained
Today’s young adults are always connected
through a wide range of devices, so they find it easy to
stay entertained. There’s a great deal of choice out
there, from social media to video on demand,
but YouTube’s number one.

62
say that YouTube is ONE OF their
primary sourceS of entertainment

YouTube is their favourite site
(compared to other social media and video platforms)

65

60

%

%

YouTube

Facebook

69

%

say that they often talk
about what they see on
the site with friends
and family

24

%

Other VoD sites

69

%

see YouTube as a
place to pursue their
interests

22

%

12

%

Netflix

Twitter

55%
say that the site is the
voice of people like
them

Source for all: YouTube Audience Study UK, 16-34 year old YouTube users, MTM, 2014
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CONTENT
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1

of regular beauty channel users shop online
whilst watching beauty videos on youtube
Source: YouTube Channel Users Study UK, MTM, 2014
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Beauty CONTENT
YouTube is packed full of channels devoted to
beauty, making it the go-to place for budding
fashionistas to find everything from make-up
tutorials to style advice.

Regular beauty channel viewers

31

56

are watching beauty
videos on YouTube
whilst getting ready
to go out

33

feel it’s important
that they can relate
to the creators, and
that they feel like
‘real people’

say that YouTube
offers them exclusive
content they can’t
find anywhere else
(only 17% said the same of TV)

How are they accessing their
favourite beauty channels?

70

Why do they watch beauty
cHANNELS on YouTube?

45% They give me advice and ideas about products to buy

49
59

39% They have a sense of community

30% They give me step-by-step, one-to-one tuition

Tanya Burr
youtube.com/pixi2woo
Subscribers: 2.5m
Tanya Burr uses her YouTube channel to bring
audiences a colourful mix of fashion, makeup and
home baking videos. From must-have clothing and
accessories to smoothie and cookie recipes, Tanya gives
style and lifestyle guidance to girls all over the world.
Watch now
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Comedy CONTENT
YouTube’s comedy channels are sure to
get audiences laughing, whatever their sense
of humour. From stand-up routines to pranks and
fail compilations, there’s something for everyone.

Regular comedy channel viewers

38

45

say that they share
YOUTUBE videos to show
other people their
sense of humour

say that YouTube
offers them a wider
range of content

feel that the creators
share the same sense
of humour

(only 10% said the same of TV)

How are they accessing their
favourite comedy channels?

66

57

Why do they watch comedy
cHANNELS on YouTube?

36% They feature more niche, less mainstream comedy

44
68

33% They are good for watching when you’re with friends

30% They have a sense of community

Smosh
youtube.com/smosh
Subscribers: 19m
Smosh features comedy duo Ian Andrew Hecox and
Anthony Padila. With video game and movie parodies,
hilarious animations and funny music videos, Smosh
has become one of YouTube’s most subscribed to and
popular channels.
Watch now
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Sports CONTENT
Whether they’re after high-octane extreme sports
or the latest football highlights, audiences can rely
on YouTube’s sporting channels for an instant
adrenaline rush.

Regular sports channel viewers

35

29

use social media whilst
watching SPORTS content
on YouTube

21

say that sharing SPORTS
videos with others is part
of the overall experience

say that they use YouTube for
sports content because they enjoy
GETTING closer to the stars and
seeING a different side of them

(25% talk to people they live with)

How are they accessing their
favourite SPORTS Channels?

65

Why do they watch SPORTS
cHANNELS on YouTube?

40% They provide good highlights and summaries

48
60

30% They provide good, in-depth analysis

26% They give me insider access and exclusive contenT

Copa90
youtube.com/Copa90
Subscribers: 800K
Copa90 knows that football doesn’t stop with the
final whistle. Satisfying the most demanding of
football fans from around the world, it provides the
latest action, news and reviews from the best players
and biggest games.
Watch now
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Food CONTENT
YouTube’s food channels cater for all tastes,
including everything from basic cooking tips
to delicious gourmet recipes – even extreme
eating challenges.

Regular food channel viewers

40

43

cook whilst watching
food content
on YouTube

say that they always
watch food channels
with others

(35% are eating)

(particularLY family members)

How are they accessing their
favourite FOOD CHANNELS?

61

51

say that they use YouTube
for food content because
it’s easy to find what
they’re looking for

Why do they watch FOOD
cHANNELS on YouTube?

38% They give me step-by-step, one-to-one tuition

46
53

35% It’s easier to cook from a recipe video than from a cookbook

30% TheY GIVE ME ADVICE AND IDEAS ABOUT PRODUCTS TO BUY

Jamie Oliver
Youtube.com/JamieOliver
Subscribers: 1m
Jamie Oliver’s FoodTube is full of mouth-watering
recipes and expert tutorials from Jamie and a host of
other talented foodies. Whether it’s finding a quick
how-to for dinner or inspiration for a weekend barbeque,
FoodTube’s a must-watch channel for food lovers.
Watch now
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PART 3

IMPACT
On average, YouTube
TrueView ads drive a

6.3

%

uplift in brand awareness
Source: Google Brand Uplift Survey, average across
multiple YouTube TrueView campaigns, UK 2014
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How collaborating with a YouTube cREATOR
drove BRAND METRICS AND sales for Homebase
Homebase, the UK’s leading home and garden retailer, was looking to reposition itself as a
multi-channel home enhancement retailer with an emphasis on decorating inspiration.
By turning to YouTube they not only found an audience for their message, but a voice to put it across.
Prominent content creator, Tanya Burr, was given a voucher to spend and free reign to review
her haul. In return, she gave them the perfect foundation to build a hugely successful campaign.

Approach

Results

1. Partnered with leading
UK vlogger Tanya Burr

46

%

2. Created 12-minute home
haul YouTube video

increase in sales of
showcased products

Watch now

350,000

3. Launched TrueView ad
campaign to drive traffic
to the video

UK video views

1.6m +

“The engagement levels on this campaign
surpassed all imagined KPIs. This was the
first time we had run a campaign of its sort
and we weren’t sure how the paid-for element
was going to work, but the results were
amazing, much better than we could have
ever expected.”

minutes watched by
target audience

3.2

%

Jennifer Morris,
Media Planning, Mindshare

click-through rate

UK’s TOP 5 ADS
LEADERBOARD SEPTEMBER 2014
Need inspiration? Just take a look at how these brands are making the most
of the opportunity to captivate, inspire and delight their audiences.
#1

#2

Watch now
It’s Payback Time:
Channel4 / Cancer Research

Watch now
Adventures In Imagination:
M&S Food
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#5

#4

#3

Watch now
Experience the power
of a bookbook:
ikeasingapore

Watch now
Welcome to the School
of YouTube:
YouTube

Watch now
Rugby World Cup 2015 Team Talk:
irb
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